BACKGROUND

The Falfurrias, Texas, Border Patrol Station was first opened in 1940 and is within the U.S. Border Patrol’s Rio Grande Valley
(RGV) Sector. The current station was built in 2002 and consists of a 23,000-square foot administrative building situated on 3
acres.
Falfurrias Station is located approximately 70 miles north of the U.S./Mexico international border, in one of the busiest illegal
immigrant and narcotics trafficking corridors in the nation. The area of responsibility (AOR) encompasses 1,105 square miles of
Brooks County, and southern Jim Wells County, and consists primarily of privately owned ranchland. The terrain is comprised
of rough brush and crude vegetation with numerous mesquite and oak trees. Summers in Brooks County are particularly brutal
with temperatures often approaching 100 degrees Fahrenheit with relative humidity levels above 80 percent; unfortunately,
these factors contribute to high annual numbers of undocumented migrant deaths and rescues.
The station’s primary responsibility is to maintain a traffic checkpoint, situated 13 miles south of Falfurrias, on Highway 281.
The Falfurrias Checkpoint was established in 1994 and is manned 24 hours a day, seven days a week, with three primary lanes
of inspection. According to the Texas Department of Transportation, up to 10,500 vehicles originating in the Rio Grande Valley
– 2,500 of which are commercial tractor-trailers – are inspected at the Falfurrias Checkpoint, every day. Operations at the
checkpoint are designed to detect and apprehend terrorists and their weapons and to prevent the passage of illegal immigrants
and other contraband from the border area into the interior of the United States.
In anticipation of increased traffic levels associated with the completion of the Interstate 69 corridor, a new checkpoint
facility construction project is underway to improve operational capacity through the expansion of primary inspection lanes.
Construction is estimated to be completed in 2017. Approximately 310 agents are assigned to the station, which was built to
house 120 agents. The Falfurrias Station Strategic Plan 2020, therefore, includes a requirement for a new Border Patrol Station.

THE STRATEGY

In order to effectively advance operations to address an ever-evolving adversary, it is critical to articulate a strategy that identifies
and measures the threat, as well as, the Falfurrias Station’s response to that threat. Crafting and implementing a strategy allows
the station to operate effectively, efficiently and nimbly, and to be predictive and proactive rather than responsive and reactive
to evolving threats. The station’s strategic end state is one in which its capabilities and actions exceed those of its adversaries.
Falfurrias Station will identify and manage the adversary and will not allow the adversary to manage it.
The Strategic Plan 2020 builds on the risk-based foundation of the 2012-2016 National Border Patrol Strategy, and the
overarching Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Vision and Strategy 2020 - Roadmap to Mission Success. The plan will also
guide operations and actions, setting conditions for current and future success. It will institutionalize the manner in which
the station conducts business and develops mechanisms and best practices, to ensure it is a learning organization adept at
knowledge management principles.
The strategic plan directs the creation of a series of associated, supporting action plan timelines with clearly defined Internal
Interim Priority Objectives (IIPO) that support four overarching strategic goals:

▶
▶
▶
▶

Improved Operational Capability and Awareness;
Enhanced Communications;
Increased Institutional and Doctrinal Development;
Focused Employee Development and Team Safety.

Although it is anticipated the Internal Interim Priority Objectives will evolve to adjust to the threat, the goals will remain
constant through FY 2020.
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BROOKS COUNTY - 1,105 SQUARE MILES

Falfurrias is named for founder Edward Cunningham Lasater’s ranch, La Mota de Falfurrias. The Sweet cream
butter and other products from Lasater’s creamery established in 1909, made the town a familiar name across the
state. Don Pedro Jaramillo, a Mexican-born healer known as “The Healer of Los Olmos”, was buried in Falfurrias
in 1907 and is venerated at a shrine there. In the 1930s and 1940s extensive oil and gas reserves were discovered
around Falfurrias. In 1950, the city had a population of 6,712, which declined throughout the latter half of the
twentieth century and continued to do so. In 2000 the population was 5,297 and 4,981 in 2010.
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FALFURRIAS BORDER PATROL STATION GOALS
IMPROVED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY AND AWARENESS
Organizationally, we strive to extend awareness of the adversary beyond the United States border in an effort to identify
and anticipate threats before they reach the homeland.
Similarly, we will improve operational capabilities and increase awareness by building upon partnerships with other law
enforcement agencies, communities of interest, the Office of Intelligence (OI), and the Joint Task Force West South Texas
Corridor (JTF-W STC). Seeking and sharing information will improve our ability to identify and respond to threats as
they approach and traverse our AOR.
As an interior station, it is vital to expand our knowledge of the criminal element operating in the AOR in order to
effectively deploy available resources to assess, mitigate and manage risks. The station will appropriately assess, distribute
and utilize actionable intelligence to effectively deploy finite resources and guide operations. We will request additional
personnel, training, infrastructure and equipment; and will explore new and emerging technology; while adhering to
the basic tenets of Border Patrol best practices (sign cutting, basic interview techniques, proven checkpoint questioning
practices and small team tactics); to align with national, sector and station level goals and objectives, and to improve and
streamline operations.
LANDMARK & TERRAIN KNOWLEDGE/MANAGEMENT & FIELD TACTICS IMPROVEMENT

Falfurrias Station will establish
mechanisms
to improve our
tradecraft and agent terrain and
landmark knowledge. Renewed,
focused area orientation practices
will be implemented for new agents
and aerostat contract personnel. Instation details (Flex Unit) combined
with training in small team
tactics will improve operational
effectiveness and increase detectionto-apprehension ratios.
At the checkpoint, management will
improve operational efficiency and
effectiveness with the development
of formalized checkpoint interview
questions, techniques and guidance
as well as recurring, informal courses
instructed by seasoned agents.
Local landowners are also key to
the way we do business and they
play an important role in shaping
the landscape to take the tactical
advantage away from the adversary.
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INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION, DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION
RGV Sector Intelligence Unit (SIU)
Border Patrol Agents-Intelligence (BPAIs) assigned to Falfurrias Station, and
Collateral Intelligence Agents, will collect
and exploit information and intelligence
to identify smugglers, smuggling
organizations, and their enablers.
Additionally, they will identify and share
changes in adversary tactics, techniques
and procedures and will collaborate
with law enforcement and intelligence
partners to develop intelligence target
folders to provide joint analytical
products for field dissemination which
will guide station operations.
The station will collaborate with SIU BPA-Is and Collateral Intelligence Agents to establish best practices to collect, develop and
disseminate information on the operational terrain; to respond aptly, to areas determined to be higher-risk, with appropriate
mitigating actions (personnel, technology, infrastructure and/or terrain management techniques).
Falfurrias Station will seek to excel in the publication of relevant, accurate, comprehensive, timely, and well written Field
Intelligence Reports to aid SIU and BPA-Is in providing risk, threat, and vulnerability assessments on transnational criminal
organizations, local criminal threats and geographic locations.

PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE, TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Technology, infrastructure and sound information
management platforms are critical force multipliers
that strengthen targeted enforcement capabilities
which will result in a higher probability of success.
Management will advocate to retain adequate aerial
observation platforms and deploy Remote Video
Surveillance System technology to maintain persistent
surveillance and enhance operational awareness and
effectiveness.
A new, larger station will accommodate current and
future staffing levels to improve operational and
administrative capacity, which will boost employee
morale.
In addition, leadership will advocate for an interactive
information technology system capable of capturing
and sharing real-time information for station resource
deployment and planning purposes to display the
current operational landscape (to include adversary
and blue force tracking) for passing active tracks,
ongoing events and trends from shift to shift.
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CONSEQUENCE DELIVERY
The ability to deliver consequences to our adversary is critical
in discouraging future illegal activity.
Beyond the current Assistant U.S. Attorney’s (AUSA) Office
prosecutorial guidelines, the station will implement innovative
consequence delivery mechanisms to discourage illicit activity.
We will work to enhance the screening unit and improve its
synchronization with the Sector Northern and Southern
Corridor Operations Group Prosecutions Unit and the AUSA
to increase the identification of criminals, improve casework
and increase successful prosecutions.
Sharing prosecutorial outcomes will also increase successful
criminal prosecutions and improve agent prosecutorial
awareness and morale.
Assistance and support from Sector Headquarters and the
AUSA in Corpus Christi, Texas, is imperative and we will seek a
focused prosecutorial approach (Operation Streamline) during
recurring operational assessments to discourage illegal activity.
Falfurrias Station will seek expanded law enforcement authorities
(limited peace officer status) to expand consequence delivery
methods in order to address law enforcement challenges such
as uncooperative motorists and below prosecutorial threshold
marijuana smuggling (Operation Citation). This approach
will impact our adversary but will require support from the
government of Texas and senior Border Patrol leadership.
Working with other agency partners such as local law
enforcement, parole, probation, child protective services, health
and human services, is crucial in order to deliver consequences
outside our authority.
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ENHANCED COMMUNICATIONS
The effectiveness of any organization is contingent
on its ability to effectively communicate. Being able
to adequately transmit and receive information is a
critical component of operational success. We will
set the standard for effective internal and external
communications.
The station will seek new and innovative techniques
to share and receive critical information with our
law enforcement partners, communities of interest,
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), sector
and our own personnel. We will develop pioneering
mechanisms which ensure the sharing of critical
information to improve operational capacity,
capability, safety and morale.

COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Management will seek state-of-the-art communications
technology and advocate for tactical repeaters attached
to aerial or fixed platforms. An additional secure
digital radio channel will improve communications
capacity to manage the high volume of radio traffic
and improve communications and agent safety.
Management is dedicated to exploring and implementing
innovative practices for maximum use of existing
communication infrastructure.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
The Falfurrias Station leadership will adopt the theme of transparency. Sharing information with personnel will make way for
an environment that encourages information sharing, idea exchange and trust; without regard to rank, status or tenure. We
will develop innovative internal communication mechanisms and protocols to improve transparency.
In order to improve operational
capability and agent morale, we will
identify Supervisory Border Patrol
Agents and informal leaders (who
are leaders regardless of their rank,
who agents approach for advice)
and will afford them enhanced
communication opportunities with
station leadership. By including
all agents in decision making
processes, we will facilitate a sense
of ownership, buy-in and pride.
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EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
To improve our operational capability and to discourage illicit activity, we will seek
new opportunities to identify and build federal, state and local law enforcement
coalitions. This will allow us to share and obtain mutually relevant intelligence.
The station will partner with the RGV Field Communications Branch to assist in
highlighting successes to the public. Being transparent will improve our image,
strengthening relationships with the community and the media along with NonGovernmental Organizations.
The Ranch Liaison Unit will be expanded to strengthen external relationships
and increase situational awareness among community stakeholders.
We will implement the Ranchers Executive Forum, comprised of influential
and impacted property owners, to improve information sharing, increase
collaboration and coordination of operations and to indirectly deliver important
messages to parties not directly or readily accessible by Border Patrol personnel.
Falfurrias Station will increase activity with the Border Community Liaison Program, the Ranchers Executive Forum and
other NGOs, like the South Texas Human Rights Center, to increase information sharing, operational awareness, improve
effectiveness, and terrain management practices, while refining human rights best practices.

INCREASED INSTITUTIONAL AND DOCTRINAL DEVELOPMENT
In order to build upon successes and previous challenges, we will implement the institutions and doctrine essential to ensuring
the station evolves into a learning organization that employs sound knowledge management practices.

DEFINING, ORGANIZING AND STREAMLINING ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES AND PRACTICES
In order to encourage efficiency, effectiveness and ease
of transition, the station will memorialize position and
assignment roles and responsibilities through recurring
program management reviews and publishing position
descriptions, standard operating procedures and operational
checklists to formally define and document critical positions
and assignments.
Operational and administrative processes will be streamlined
to reduce redundancy. Innovative corporate business
practices will be implemented and effective protocols that
may have been neglected during periods of previous mission
priorities will be reinstituted.
The station’s shared drive will be realigned and reorganized
for operational efficiency. Mechanisms will be developed
to continuously monitor and manage the File Tracking and
Laserfiche systems to ensure timely and accurate submission
of administrative paperwork. Critical information will be
archived in an efficient manner.
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DOCTRINE IMPLEMENTATION AND DISTRIBUTION
Sound doctrine is a trademark of effective and efficient operations. Leadership will identify gaps in operational or administrative
doctrine and will work with sector to draft or request doctrine from sector or the Office of Border Patrol. Doctrinal development
includes drafting the Falfurrias Station Strategic Plan and the publication of documents that standardize reporting procedures,
guide operations and articulate the success metrics.
Falfurrias Station will research,
identify,
implement,
distribute
and archive operational and
administrative guidance, pertinent
legislation and case law to ensure
personnel can easily locate and
comply with sector- and nationallevel directives, legislation and
pertinent legal decisions that impact
operations
and
administrative
actions. We will draft, implement
and
distribute
doctrine
to
institutionalize actions and activities
that advance supervisors’ and agents’
understanding of operations, tactics,
practices and protocols.

FOCUSED EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT AND TEAM SAFETY
With a firm belief that leaders are made, not born, station leadership will seek training, educational opportunities and leadership
seminars that result in the enhanced development of supervisors, agents and administrative staff.
Employees are encouraged to abandon their comfort zone and accept educational opportunities and work assignments that
stretch their capacity, for when we stretch our mental capacity, we improve our operational capability.
Safety is paramount and we will continually implement measures to improve employee safety.
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INSTITUTE ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES, MENTORING PRACTICES AND TRAINING
Mentoring strategies for employees will expand
employees’ knowledge and experience to prepare them
for future leadership opportunities.
Implementing advanced education and training
opportunities for employees will enhance employees’
knowledge base and make them competitive for
leadership opportunities within, and beyond, CBP.
Guiding and mentoring personnel through senior leader
presentations on proven principles during supervisory
and agent all-hands meetings and musters will expound
on proven techniques on not what to think but how to
think.
Leadership will request Sector support to bring in leaders from divergent backgrounds to share life lessons and to show that
proven leadership principles are successful without regard to a particular organization.

TEAM SAFETY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Falfurrias Station will continue to implement and refine measures to quickly account for employees and will increase workplace
safety. Contact information for all agents is continuously updated and management will ensure the Emergency Notification
System and the station call tree remain proficient in quickly accounting for all station employees.
Measures to identify and remediate officer safety hazards in the office, at the checkpoint and in the brush will be implemented
to reduce the likelihood of agent injury and to improve employee safety.

END STATE
The concepts and principles of the Falfurrias Station Strategic Plan 2020, if followed, will result in improved operational
and administrative effectiveness and efficiency, enhanced internal and external partnerships, and will make way for
the Falfurrias Border Patrol Station to become a learning organization that practices sound knowledge management
principles, whose capacity and capability will surpass that of its adversary.
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FALFURRIAS BORDER PATROL STATION

•

933 COUNTY ROAD 300

•

FALFURRIAS, TEXAS 78355

•

361-325-7000

